Introducing Hank Jr. - Pullman-Holt’s smallest canister vacuum designed to outperform and outlast competitive vacuums in its class. Hank Jr. has the pick-up power and performance for both commercial or domestic applications. A 1200 watt, dual stage vacuum motor and extra large microfiber cloth filter bag, ensures maximum airflow for extra long work periods without stopping. Interruptions are also avoided via a 40-foot power cord, allowing you to work wide areas without changing outlets. A complete set of tools for above floor cleaning are also close-at-hand, when you need them via the onboard tool caddy. Recommended use is with paper bag and filter in place.

**HANK JR.**
**DRY CANISTER VACUUM**

**Specifications**

- Motor: 1200 watt dual stage
- Tank: 4 gallon
- Cord: 40’ power reel
- Castors: 2 x 2”
- Wheels: 2 x 4”
- Paper Bag: B100538 Pkg/10
- Cloth Filter: B100504 ea.
- Weight: 24.5 lbs.
- Height: 17”
- Shipping Height: 20”

*Tool Kit Included*
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